TRANSFORMING HOW PEOPLE SHARE THEIR VISION
AND IDEAS, AND TEACH LESSONS
360° Presentation Software for Real Estate, Retail,
Education and Off-site Training

EVRYPLACE is a software platform for turning
360° images into interactive presentations.
Think of it as ‘PowerPoint’ for 360° media.

How does it work?

Capture the entire scene
around you with
a 360° camera.

Add informational layer or
build tours using the
EVRYPLACE web editor

Share it with others for
review or consultation
purposes

Real Estate Sales
Using 360° imagery to save clients’ time and money
Real Estate agents now have the chance to use the Ricoh Theta V
and EVRYPLACE to instantly capture a property in it’s entirety and
add 360° tours as part of their property offer.
Live consultation and VR Tours
Allows buyers to connect with sales teams instantly, and schedule or
run live remote 360 / VR viewings using a single click Co-Viewing
feature.
ASARI (largest MSL on Polish market) has integrated EVRYPLACE
into their property sales offer builder. A similar integration is on the
way for Maisonette – an MLS network on the EMEA market.
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Retail & Visual Merchandising
360° documentation & retailers update
A 360° image shows all the details and is the best solution for
Quality Assurance on retail stores documentation and ensuring
franchises deliver on your brands quality.
360° cameras synchronized with regional managers mobile
apps allow for instant classification and store documentation
uploads to the central database.
Simple web and mobile interface allows agents for instant
feedback and live consultation between stores and Visual
Merchandising team.
EVRYPLACE is implemented by one of the largest retailers on
the Polish market and is now used in 300 retail stores in Poland
and 650 stores by the end of 2018.

Construction & Surveying
More comprehensible project consultation
With 360° photography surveyors can now create a
presentation that feels as if touring the construction site.
Created presentation can be shared among teams. Give
rights and permissions to other users to leave comments
and annotations, and update presentations with new images.
Use “Remote Viewing” to talk over and projects in 360°.
Using annotations allows for instant annotating and
highlighting essential details. Surveyor can snap a 360 image of
a construction site and leave detailed feedback using a web
editor
Already looking for a strong partnership in the Construction
Industry. Developing and testing a customer tailored solution
for 360° surveying documentation.

Key Business Advantage

Improved documentation workflow
•

•

Unique 360 camera plugin allowing to
synchronize a 360 camera with your
account – fewer steps in handling media
A solution built around team workflows
– allowing for annotations, commenting
and live consultation

Ready for Enterprise Integration
•

•

Power API allowing for integration with
client legacy systems and centralized
client databases
Ability to integrate with multiple systems
and client’s preferred hardware solution –
connecting via mobile devices, local
networks or over cloud

Flexibility of Solutions
•

•
•

The Co-viewing function allowing to give
live consultation and give feedback on a
project
A user-friendly web interface for
cataloguing and browsing created projects
Greater potential – clients already
exploring other areas where EVRYPLACE
can prove useful in their existing
workflows and marketing campaigns

Our solutions are best viewed and experienced live.
If you wish to understand how VR can bring change to
your industry, please reach us on below contact details
to book a remote viewing demo.
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